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Abstract

This paper presents a new incremental approach to geometric constraint satisfaction

that is tailored to interactive applications. Our approach categorizes solutions into

geometric primitives representing a range of solutions with uniform geometric charac-

teristics. This scheme keeps intermediate solutions in the geometric domain, providing

geometrically meaningful feedback to the user and the ability to interlace the interpre-

tation of previous and new geometric constraints on the same high level of abstraction.

This approach preserves the declarative semantics of constraints and leads to a num-

ber of advantages, including graceful handling of underconstrained speci�cations, the

natural processing of expressions of both conjunctive and disjunctive constraints, the

ability to perform satisfaction locally and incrementally, and support for constraint

inference and geometric reasoning.

1991 Computing Reviews Classi�cation:
I.2 [Arti�cial Intelligence] Problem solving.
I.3 [Computer Graphics] Graphics utilities, Computational geometry and object modeling.
J.6 [Computer Aided Engineering] Computer aided design.

Key Words and Phrases: geometric constraints, incremental constraint satisfaction, com-
puter aided design.
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Figure 1: Solution of on(front-wheel,chassis) and on(rear-wheel,chassis).

1. Introduction

Constraints specify dependency relations between objects which must be satis�ed and
maintained by some constraint management system. Constraint systems are used in a wide
range of applications, including user interface design [1], animation [2], geometric modeling
[3], and arti�cial intelligence [4]. Geometric constraints can �x one or more degrees of
freedom for positioning, orientation and dimensioning of the constraint variables. For
example, when a circle of �xed radius is constrained to be tangent to a �xed line segment,
the position of the circle center is restricted to two line segments parallel to the given one,
at a distance equal to the radius.

A constraint satisfaction system relieves some of the burden of its users: it is easier to
state constraints than to satisfy them. Problems can be solved by specifying constraints,
and the user need not specify how to solve the constraints. But even if a system can-
not satisfy all constraints that can occur in a given domain, it can free its users from
the error-prone process of solving the many little, but time-consuming simpler problems.
Applications of geometric constraints are typically found in graphical editors, page layout
programs, and CAD tools.

Consider the following example of geometric constraints, speci�ed in order to position
the wheels of a car:

1. anchor(chassis)
2. on(front-wheel, chassis)
3. on(rear-wheel, chassis)
4. distance(front-wheel, rear-wheel, 32)
5. distance(front-wheel, door-vertex, 5)

where the chassis is a line segment, and the wheels are circles. The �rst constraint an-
chors the chassis. The second and third constraints allow the centers of the wheels to
be positioned anywhere on the green line in �gure 1. The fourth constraint allows the
front wheel to be positioned anywhere on a circle concentric with the rear wheel, and vice
versa, as illustrated in �gure 2 for a particular admissible position of the wheels. The
�fth constraint allows the front wheel to be placed anywhere on the green circle shown in
�gure 3. Figure 4 shows the position of both wheels satisfying all constraints, where the
position of the front wheel is the intersection of the green line in �gure 1 and the green
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Figure 2: Solution of distance(front-wheel, rear-wheel, 32).

Figure 3: Solution of distance(front-wheel, door-vertex, 5).

circle in �gure 3, and the position of the rear wheel is the intersection of the green line
in �gure 1 and the right circle in �gure 2, after this circle is repositioned to be concentric
with the front wheel (by delayed propagation, as will be explained later). However, before
sending this speci�cation in terms of constraints to the manufacturing oor, it might be
useful to realize that the con�guration in �gure 5 also satis�es the constraints, with the
understanding that the rear wheel is now in front of the front wheel.

The point about this example is that interactive applications typically give rise to
underconstrained problems, and that it is non-trivial to see the e�ect of a set of constraints
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Figure 4: Final solution.

Figure 5: Alternative �nal solution.

beforehand. Therefore, systems that converge on one solution are not satisfactory. In this
paper we introduce a new approach to geometric constraint satisfaction in interactive
applications. Some features of this approach, illustrated above and explained in the rest
of this paper, are:

� in underconstrained situations all solutions are provided,

� the solutions are in a geometrical form,

� temporary inability to propagate these solutions is handled by delayed evaluation.

Essentially, we represent the solution set of a variable with respect to a constraint as
the union of geometric primitives, and combine this partial solution with the variable's
previous solution. In section 2 we present some background on constraint satisfaction and
the motivation for our new approach. The approach itself is introduced in section 3. In
section 4 we elaborate the algorithmic aspects of our method; this is followed by some
discussion in section 5. In section 6 we discuss a prototype implementation of our method.
Our approach is compared with other methods and systems in section 7. Section 8 contains
some concluding remarks.
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2. Constraint satisfaction

Formally, a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) can be speci�ed by a �nite set of vari-
ables v1; : : : ; vn, a domain Di of possible values for each vi, and a set of constraints
C1; : : : ; Cm. Solving a CSP is �nding a valuation (d1; : : : ; dn) 2 D1 � : : : � Dn of the
variables for which all constraints are satis�ed. Possible variants of the CSP are: �nd
a single solution (valuation), �nd all solutions, �nd a best solution, �nd the number of
solutions, determine satis�ability (whether or not a solution exists).

The satis�ability variant is the simplest one (indeed, it follows from all the others),
and even this one is in NP: it is in the class of Nondeterministic Polynomial-bounded
problems, i.e. it can be solved by a nondeterministic algorithm in polynomial time, but
there is no deterministic algorithm known to solve the problem in polynomial time. It
is even NP-complete, i.e. if there were a polynomial-bounded algorithm to solve the
problem, then there would be a polynomial-bounded algorithm for each problem in NP.
This can be deduced from the fact that the CNF-satis�ability problem can be converted to
it in polynomial time, and the CNF-satis�ability problem is NP-complete [5]. The CNF-
satis�ability problem is to determine if there is a truth assignment (a way to assign the
values true and false) for the variables in a logical expression in conjunctive normal form
(CNF) such that the value of the expression is true. A logical expression in conjunctive
normal form is a sequence of clauses separated by conjunctions (^), where a clause is a
sequence of variables and negations of variables separated by disjunctions (_).

Because the general CSP is a hard problem, satisfaction algorithms are often slow.
In order to obtain faster algorithms, one can con�ne the domain of the constraints and
the variables and exploit some of the speci�c knowledge of the domain. The time com-
plexity of such specialized constraint satisfaction depends on both the domain and the
kind of constraints. Symbolic solution of the algebraic expressions describing geometric
constraints is known to be NP-hard; tree structured constraint networks can be solved
in linear time; linear constraints over real numbers can be solved in polynomial time; a
single polynomial constraint equation of degree higher than four does not even have an
analytical solution; and the complexity of solving integer polynomials of degree greater
than two is still unknown.

In this paper we deal with constraints and variables in Euclidean geometry, and we
derive all solutions to the constraints. Although the general problem is NP-complete, we
will see that the time complexity of our algorithm is linear in the number of constraints
because the satisfaction is performed locally and possible loops are broken.

2.1. Satisfaction techniques

Constraint satisfaction techniques can be classi�ed as structured or unstructured. Struc-
tured methods group dependent constraints into independent sets that can be solved sep-
arately; unstructured methods do not. Solving the overall set of equations comprising all
constraints is perhaps the simplest approach to constraint satisfaction. One way to solve
the overall set of equations is by relaxation. Numerical relaxation makes an initial guess
at the values of the variables in an equation, and estimates the error by some heuristic. In
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view of this error, the guesses are adjusted accordingly and a new error is estimated. This
repeats until the error is minimized. A disadvantage of this method is that it converges to
only one of the roots of an equation. Moreover, which root is found depends on the initial
value of the variable. This makes the solution unpredictable in underconstrained situa-
tions. Numerical relaxation is also computationally expensive, and can be used only in
continuous numeric domains. Other unstructured methods include algebraic manipulation
[6] and augmented term rewriting [7].

Structured methods impose a structure on the set of constraints by grouping them
into sets of dependent constraints. A set of dependent constraints can be represented as a
network of constraints. These groups are satis�ed independently. Numerical computation
of a group of constraints is often done by relaxation. Deductive systems infer information
about the admissible values of variables and use some method to assimilate the results of
the inference process throughout the network. We mention two such methods: propagation
of known states and propagation of degrees of freedom.

� Propagation of known states, or just local propagation, can be performed when there
are parts in the network whose states are completely known (have no degrees of
freedom). The satisfaction system looks for one-step deductions that will allow the
states of other parts to be known. This is repeated until all constraints are satis�ed
or no more known states can be propagated. If not all constraints can be satis�ed,
the remaining constraints must be resolved by, for example, numerical relaxation.
Many constraint satisfaction systems use some form of local propagation.

� Propagating degrees of freedom amounts to discarding all parts of the network that
can be satis�ed easily and solving the rest by some other method. This method
identi�es a part in the constraint network with enough degrees of freedom so that
it can be changed to satisfy all of its constraints. That part and all the constraints
that apply to it are then removed from the network. Deletion of these constraints
may give another part su�cient degrees of freedom to satisfy all of its constraints.
This continues until no more degrees of freedom can be propagated. The part of
the network that is left is then satis�ed by some other method, if necessary, and
the result is propagated towards the discarded parts, which are successively satis�ed
(propagation of known states).

The above techniques are two methods of propagation, independent of what is actu-
ally propagated. We distinguish the following types of information to be inferred and
propagated: a whole solution set, a single solution, algebraic expressions, and constraints.

� Solution set inference makes deductions on the set of possible solutions, which are
restricted by the constraints. Traditionally this is a �nite domain [8], but also
continuous intervals of numerical values have been studied [9]. In single solution
inference, constraint variables get assigned a single value, often numeric.

� The operational approach [10], [11] performs single geometric solution inference.
It satis�es constraints sequentially by performing operations (translation, rotation,
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etc.) on the geometric objects involved. An already satis�ed constraint either toler-
ates an operation on one of its operands, or must propose a transformation to satisfy
the constraint again. In this way operations can be propagated through a constraint
network until all operations are tolerated.

� In constraint inference, implied constraints are derived and explicitly added to the
network. Implied constraints can be recognized by a uni�cation mechanism or by
the use of multiple redundant views [12]. Finding implied constraints can be used to
avoid extensive manipulations in cases where local propagation does not su�ce. It
can also be used to restate the constraints in a di�erent way with the same meaning,
which can help the system to solve constraints locally, instead of resorting to more
costly techniques such as relaxation.

2.2. Motivation

Incremental satisfaction of geometric constraints arises naturally in many interactive ap-
plications in graphics and geometric modeling. A good deal of work has already been done
on constraint satisfaction in general [7] [4], and constraint satisfaction in the geometric
domain in particular [13] [14] [15] [10] [11] [16] [17] [3].

Many systems detect overconstrained situations, but cannot satisfactory handle un-
derconstrained cases. For example, many numerical methods behave unpredictably when
changes are made to an underconstraint set of constraint equations. On the other hand, a
Logic Programming system like Prolog for solving numeric constraints can handle under-
determined equations and return a set of deduced equations that constitutes the solution.
However, in a geometric context we prefer a geometrical form for the solution. A possible
geometric approach is the planning of transformations of the variables so as to satisfy
constraints [10] [11] [17].

This may give rise to two problems:

� The proposed solution is as intended, but the user is not aware of the ambiguity
of the speci�cation. The existence of alternative solutions may cause problems for
post-processing.

� The solution is not as intended. Now the user must interfere, but he may not know
the alternative solutions.

We distinguish several types of alternative solutions:

� A constraint can have several discrete solutions. For example a circle through two
points, with a �xed diameter greater than the distance between the points, can have
two positions.

� A constraint can have a continuous range of in�nitely many solutions. For example,
the admissible locus of a point having a �xed distance to a �xed point forms a circle.

Simultaneous evaluation of mutually constrained objects (multi-dependency) is gener-
ally a di�cult problem. Consider the distance constraint between the two wheels in the
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Figure 6: Locus units resulting from distance(p, l, 15): two line segments and two half
circles.

example in the introduction, where neither of the two has a �xed position. Many systems
cannot cope with such a situation, and require that only one of the constraint operands is
variable (single-dependency). It is often possible, though, to determine the structure of a
solution. In our example, the circle center of either of the two wheels must lie on a circle
concentric with the other wheel, wherever its position. Thus we can delay propagation
until the position of one of the wheels is actually known (as happens in the example).

3. A new geometric approach

Our approach to geometric constraint satisfaction is based on solution set inference, and
performs propagation of known states. Our geometric satisfaction method provides ranges
of solutions and discrete alternative solutions in underconstrained situations by means of
geometrical locus units. In combination with delayed satisfaction, this gives a more pow-
erful problem solving capability than usually provided by geometric constraint systems.

The units of the solution domain are geometric primitives that represent the locus units.
They describe the parts of the solution set with uniform geometrical characteristics. This
notion of locus unit captures the cases of a single solution, an interval, a region, etc.

Essentially, we represent the solution set of a variable with respect to a constraint as
the union of geometric primitives, and combine this partial solution with the variable's
previous solution. For example, the complete locus of a point p having a �xed distance
to a line segment l consists of the union of four locus units (geometric primitives): two
line segments and two half circles (see �gure 6). These units represent sets of alternative
solutions. When p is further constrained to lie on another line segment, say m, this gives
another locus unit, coincident with m. The �nal solution is the intersection of m with all
the alternative solutions so far. In calculating these intersections we take advantage of the
partitioning of solutions into geometric primitives, which can be simply intersected.

Conceptually, the constraints and the variables form a network, where the variables
are nodes and each constraint is a hyper-edge between its operands. The network can be
disconnected, in which case the variables in one connected component and the variables in
other connected components are not related by constraints. The solution of each variable
is a locus unit expression, i.e. the union or intersection of locus units or other locus unit
expressions.
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Our model of constraint satisfaction consists of a set of constraints C, a set of constraint
variables V , a set of locus units Q, a locus unit generating function G, and a function
Tolerate() that satis�es a constraint and performs propagation. The constraint variables
and the locus units are geometric primitives.

A constraint is a relation between a number of variables from V . A constraint can be
k-ary, i.e. it can involve any number of variables, depending on its type (see the constraints
used in the introduction). Constraints may be multi-directional, i.e. each of the involved
variables constrains the others, again depending on the constraint type. Multi-directional
constraints provide a natural way to impose certain relations [1]. For example the con-
straint distance(point, circle, 0) is multi-directional and means the same as distance(circle,
point, 0), but the constraint on(point, circle) is one-directional and means that the point
must lie on the circle, whereas on(circle, point) in our implementation means that the
circle center must lie on the point. In contrast to many other systems, more than one
variable may be undetermined (like in the constraint distance(front-wheel, rear-wheel, 32)
in the example). Constraints are speci�ed incrementally, so that every variable in V is
involved in an ordered set of constraints. Each constraint can be either conjunctive or dis-
junctive. A conjunctive constraint further restricts the degrees of freedom of the involved
variables. A disjunctive constraint provides alternatives to the solution of previously spec-
i�ed constraints on that variable. Considering a single variable and only constraints on
that variable, the constraints thus form an expression of the form

(. . . (c1 AND/OR c2) AND/OR . . . ) AND/OR cm.

This means that a constraint expression like (c1OR c2)AND (c3OR c4), for example, is not
possible in this scheme.

The locus unit generating function G : (c; vi) 7! (q1; : : : ; qn) generates the set of locus
units for vi that are consistent with the constraint c(v1; : : : ; vk) and all the variables vj,
j = 1; : : : ; k, i 6= j, with their current locus units, regardless of the current units of vi.
Note that not all combinations of types of constraints and variables need be geometrically
meaningful; G may be de�ned only for a limited number of combinations. The generation
of the locus units can involve geometric reasoning [18], taking into account the nature of
the constraint and the current locus units of the variables. For instance, consider again
the example in the introduction. At �rst the constraint distance(front-wheel, rear-wheel,
32) has the e�ect that the locus unit generating function assigns to the rear wheel a circle
that has no �xed position because the front wheel is not �xed. But after the constraint
distance(front-wheel, door-vertex, 5), the front wheel has two locus units (two di�erent
points on the chassis, say p1 and p2). In the propagation of this new solution, the locus
unit generating function assigns to the rear wheel two circles centered at p1 and p2 (which
are subsequently intersected with the chassis).

When a new constraint is added to the network, the locus unit generating function
is applied to each of its operands. For a single variable, the union of the resulting units,
[(q1; : : : ; qn), is the solution to that one constraint. If the constraint is conjunctive,
q1; : : : ; qn must be intersected with the variable's current solution, say locus unit expression
qe: \(qe;[(q1; : : : ; qn). If it is a disjunctive constraint, we take the union of the new and
the current solution: [(qe;[(q1; : : : ; qn). In this way we get an expression of locus units,
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which is the solution set of the constraints so far for that single variable. In general, this
expression is of the form B(qe1; : : : ; qem), where B is one of the Boolean set operators
union or intersection, and each qei is a locus unit expression.

After the addition of a new constraint to the network, let q1; : : : ; qn be the new locus
units generated for one of the variables involved in that constraint. If B(qe1; : : : ; qem) is
the locus unit expression representing the solution set of this variable prior to the new
constraint, the new solution set of the variable becomes B0(B(qe1; : : : ; qem);[(q1; : : : ; qn)).
If the new constraint is conjunctive, then B0 is \, and if it is disjunctive, B0 is [. The
resulting expression is transformed into a union of locus unit expressions, and as much of
its intersections as possible are evaluated. The aim of this transformation is to represent
the solution as the union of simple units. The transformation rules are as follows:

1.
S
([(q1; : : : ; qn)) = [(q1; : : : ; qn)

2.
T
([(q1; : : : ; qn)) = [(q1; : : : ; qn)

3.
S
([(qe1; : : : ; qem);[(q1; : : : ; qn)) = [(qe1; : : : ; qem; q1; : : : ; qn)

4.
S
(\(qe1; : : : ; qem);[(q1; : : : ; qn)) =

S
(\(qe1; : : : ; qem); q1; : : : ; qn)

5.
T
([(qe1; : : : ; qem);[(q1; : : : ; qn)) =

S
i;j

(qi \ qej)

6.
T
(\(qe1; : : : ; qem);[(q1; : : : ; qn)) =

nS
i=1

\(qe1; : : : ; qem; qi)

Note that there is no rule for the intersection of two intersections, because the new
units q1; : : : ; qn always form a union. Each locus unit expression qej is either a single
unit or an intersection of other locus unit expressions. Any intersection qi \ qej on the
right-hand sides of equations 5 and 6 that can be computed, is evaluated into a union of
units: qi \ qej = [(q0

1
; : : : ; q0k).

It may be di�cult to compute some intersections, for example if one of the locus
units involved is a circle that can oat around, as in �gure 2. In such cases we leave the
intersection unevaluated, as in �gure 7. This is why a qej can be an intersection of units or
of other locus unit expressions: qej = \(qe0

1
; : : : ; qe0k). The right-hand side of equation 6

is split into intersections that are computed and intersections that remain unevaluated.
In this way we implement delayed satisfaction. A subsequent intersection may resolve the
problem. Consider a locus unit that is a circle whose center is allowed to move over a
line segment, say circle c. If some future constraints on the same variable give two line
segments l1 and l2 as locus units, and the intersection of l1 with the swept circle c is left
unevaluated, the subsequent intersection (c\ l1)\ l2 is transformed into (c\ l2)\ (l1 \ l2),
by transformation rule 6. If l1 \ l2 = �, then so is the �nal solution. If l1 \ l2 is a point,
it is easier to test if it is included in (c \ l2) than to compute (c \ l2) itself. In this way,
delayed satisfaction of constraints is handled uniformly, thereby enhancing the satisfaction
capabilities of the system.
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Figure 7: Network with unevaluated intersections.

4. Algorithmic aspects

The algorithm we use is essentially a standard local propagation algorithm, but is given
here to show the several aspects that were introduced in the previous section. We also
describe how these aspects a�ect issues such as termination and time complexity.

Let Si be the set of locus units generated for an operand vi with respect to a constraint
c: Si = G(c; vi). The procedure Evaluate(vi; Si) computes intersections and transforms the
locus unit expression as described in the previous section. The returned value of Evaluate()
is EMPTY if the resulting solution set of vi is empty, CHANGED if it has been changed,
and UNCHANGED if it is unchanged. We can invoke G(c; vi) and apply Evaluate(vi; Si)
for each variable vi of c. If one of the variables is assigned an empty solution set, the
constraint expression is inconsistent | the speci�cation is overconstrained.

4.1. Propagation

If the solution set of a variable vi has been changed and vi is involved in another constraint
c0, the solutions of other variables of c0 must also be updated. These variables must
therefore be recorded. The following procedure Revise(c) updates all variables of c, and
returns the set of variables whose solutions are changed:
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Revise (c)
f
Changed = �

for each vi of c
Si = G(c; vi)

for each vi of c
case Evaluate (vi; Si)
f
EMPTY: Report (OVER-CONSTRAINED)
CHANGED: add vi to Changed // propagate
UNCHANGED: // do nothing

g
return Changed

g

When a new constraint is speci�ed, it must be added to the network and the resulting
changes must be propagated to related constraints. This may cause new changes which in
turn must be propagated, and so on. This is performed by the following algorithm:

Tolerate(c)
f
Fifo = [c] // �rst-in-�rst-out queue
while Fifo 6= �

f
c0 = FirstElementOf (Fifo)
remove c0 from Fifo
Changed = Revise (c)
for each v 2 Changed
for each c00 6= c0 having v as parameter
add c00 to Fifo

g
g

Revise(c) makes the solution set of every variable of c consistent with c and its other
variables using their current locus units. That is, the solution is made locally consistent.
When Tolerate(c) terminates (see next section), and an overconstrained case has not been
detected, the solution sets of all variables are locally consistent (this is equivalent to arc
consistency in [8]). When only conjunctive constraints are added to a network, Tolerate(c)
amounts to the �ltering algorithm of [19] for the labeling of edges in an image, the paradigm
example of an arc consistency algorithm. Because constraints that have variables with
changed locus units are placed in a �rst-in-�rst-out queue (as opposed to an unordered
list), they are guaranteed to be revised again, whether the propagation is �nite or in�nite.
This is called a fair propagation in [20].
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This algorithm performs incremental satisfaction of a new constraint c. In order to
satisfy a set of new constraints fc0; : : : ; cng, the FIFO queue can be initialized with Fifo
= [c0; : : : ; cn].

4.2. Termination

This section discusses termination of the propagation in Tolerate(c). We treat the cases
where c is a conjunctive or a disjunctive constraint separately.

4.2.1. Conjunctive constraint

When a conjunctive constraint c(v1; : : : ; vk) is added to the network, the solution sets of
variables do not get larger. More formally, Evaluate(vi; G(c; vi)) is then monotonic in the
following sense. Let f[S1; : : : ; Sk]Evaluate(vi; G(c; vi))g denote the solution set of vi after
applying Evaluate(vi; G(c; vi)), and Sj the current solution set of vj, j = 1; : : : ; k. Observe
that:

1. f[S1; : : : ; Sk]Evaluate(vi; G(c; vi))g � Si

2. if S0
j � Sj, j = 1; : : : ; k, then

f[S0
1
; : : : ; S0

k]Evaluate(vi; G(c; vi))g � f[S1; : : : ; Sk]Evaluate(vi; G(c; vi))g.

Because of the monotonicity of Evaluate(vi; G(c; vi)), and the fairness of propagation
in Tolerate(c), the following holds (see [20]): if there exists some terminating propagation
resulting in a locally consistent solution, then Tolerate(c) will �nd it. Moreover, the
solution is unique (though its representation in terms of locus units is not necessarily
unique).

Still, the propagation in Tolerate(c) need not terminate. A simple example is where
two line segments are related by a constraint that requires their lengths to be equal, and
a constraint that sets one length to half the other (a pure numeric analogue is the case
of two constraints x = y and x = 2y). This can lead to an in�nite loop halving each line
segment in turn.

A loop occurs when a constraint is revised more than once, in one invocation of Tol-
erate(). When this happens, it is not clear whether this is the pre�x of an in�nite loop
or not, but we must break the loop after a �nite number of times. One possibility is to
terminate propagation by force when a constraint is addressed a �xed number of times. A
more sophisticated approach is to break a loop when there are no more substantial changes
made to the solution set. Speci�cally, we can break a loop when none of the locus units
of a variable change type (for example change from a line segment into a point), and no
locus unit changes more than a certain `geometric margin'. After a loop has been cut-o�,
the current locus units of the variables in the loop form a super-set of the real solution.
There are several things we can do with such a super-set:

1. give the super-set to the user as an approximate solution,

2. compute the solution set numerically, using the super-set to obtain initial values and
bounds, if necessary,
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3. compute a single solution from the solution set,

4. test whether a solution exists instead of computing a solution (set).

In our implementation we have chosen the �rst option, which is still better than many
graphics systems can provide, see e.g. [21].

4.2.2. Disjunctive constraint

If a disjunctive constraint is added to the network, the solution sets of variables may get
larger. This can more easily lead to an in�nite loop than when the solution is restricted.
When a variable involved in a circular chain of constraints gets assigned alternative locus
units, these constraints may produce alternative units for their variables ad in�nitum.
Again, a loop need not be the pre�x of an in�nite loop, but propagation must be stopped.
A loop can be stopped after a constraint is addressed a �xed number of times, or when
the increase of the solution set exceeds a certain `geometric margin'.

A (possibly in�nite) increase of the solution may not have been the intention of the
user, and the system can ask whether the alternative must be withdrawn. In any case,
after a loop has been cut-o�, the current locus units of the variables in the loop form a
sub-set of the real solution. We can use this result to:

1. give the sub-set to the user as an approximate solution, which is still better than
many graphics systems can provide,

2. try to generate a super-set of the solution, and proceed with propagation in order
to restrict the solution.

A super-set can be generated by generalizing locus units, e.g. a point to a line segment.
In our implementation we have chosen the �rst option.

4.3. Time complexity

In this section we analyze the time complexity of our algorithm, assuming that a loop
in the iteration is broken if it addresses a constraint more than a �xed number of times.
Let ` be the maximum number of loops in the iteration, a the maximum arity of the con-
straint types, q the maximum number of locus units returned by the locus unit generating
function, e the number of constraints in the network, v the number of variables in the
network, di the number of constraints on the ith variable, and d the maximum di over all
variables. After each call Revise(c), the number of elements put into the queue by each
variable vi constrained by c is di�1. Summing over all variables ` times, the total number
of revisions is

`

vX

i=1

(di � 1) = O(`(ae� v)):

If the constraint network is not connected, each of the connected components may be
treated independently, so we assume that the network is connected and thus (a�1)e � v�1.
The total number of revisions is then O(a`e).
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A call to Revise(c) results in the generation of locus units for each of the variables of
c. The generation of locus units may involve geometric reasoning, but in any particular
implementation this involves a �xed number of constraint types, geometric primitive types,
and geometric con�gurations that are recognized, e.g. organized in a lookup table, thus
taking a constant time. The at most q locus units generated for each variable vi must be
combined with its previous solution. In the worst case the locus units must be intersected
with a locus unit expression which is itself an intersection of locus unit expressions, etc.
The depth of this expression of unevaluated locus unit intersections is at most di, i.e. the
number of constraints on variable vi. So, in the worst case the number of intersections will
be qdi for that variable, and at most O(aqd) for one call to Revise(c). Summing over the
total number of revisions gives a total time complexity of O(a2`eqd). In this expression, a,
`, and q are constants. In the theoretically worst case, the maximum number of constraints
on each variable is equal to the total number of constraints, e. However, for large systems
of constraints and variables it is unrealistic to assume that a variable is subject to all
constraints. In practice there will be a constant upper bound on the number of constrains
applied to each variable, i.e. d is constant. This makes the time complexity of our Tolerate
algorithm linear in the number of constraints. Moreover, the algorithm is local in the sense
that propagation to other constraints stops when the solution of these constraints are not
a�ected. No constraints are unnecessarily revised, and so the actual time complexity is
typically sub-linear in the total number of constraints.

4.4. Completeness

A constraint satisfaction system is called complete if it always �nds a solution to the
constraints, if one exists. Completeness of any implementation of our approach depends
on the set of geometric primitives, the allowable constraints, and the power of the locus unit
generating function. In general, a solution set may not be representable with a �xed set of
geometric primitives. In that sense the set of constraints and geometric primitives should
agree with each other, so that the locus unit generating function is able to generate locus
units for all admissible combinations of constraints and operands. Another aspect is the
system's competence to intersect locus units. Consider a locus unit that is a circle whose
center is allowed to move over a line segment, thus sweeping out a whole area of solutions.
Although the area has a simple shape (a rectangle plus two half discs), its de�nition in
terms of a swept circle makes intersection with subsequent locus units non-trivial. In this
example the intersection is clearly computable, but a particular implementation may not
be able to perform this intersection.

The locus unit generating function may use geometric reasoning [18]. Geometric rea-
soning can also facilitate constraint inferencing, the derivation of implied constraints.
For example, given the constraints parallel(line1, line2) and parallel(line2, line3), the im-
plied constraint parallel(line1, line3) can be derived. Constraints can also be restated,
which can sometimes help the locus unit generating function. For example the constraint
on(point,line) can be restated as distance(point, line, 0). The declarative representation of
information in terms of constraints not only supports the integrity of supplied informa-
tion, but also facilitates geometric reasoning, which prevents accumulation of errors and
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inconsistency of construction.
A more modest requirement than completeness of the whole system is completeness

of propagation. A propagation scheme is called complete if the solution it assigns to a
variable represents accurately the set of values it can attain given the constraints, i.e.
after propagation the network is arc consistent in the sense of [8]. In a constraint system
whose propagation scheme is complete, we can consistently assign to any variable any
value within its solution, and pick values for all the other variables so that all constraints
are satis�ed. Provided that the locus unit generating function generates the right units for
all implemented combinations of constraint types and operand types, and provided that
no loops need to be broken, our propagation algorithm is complete.

5. Discussion

As mentioned before, a solution set may not be representable as the union of a number of
geometric primitives (locus units) from a given set. In that case, the solution is represented
implicitly as the intersection of several locus unit expressions. Conversely, a solution set
need not be uniquely representable as a locus unit expression. This is no problem, however,
since the di�erent representations form the same solution.

Constraint satisfaction as performed in this paper yields a locally consistent solution
for all variables, or equivalently, has the property of arc consistency: we can consistently
assign to any variable any value within its solution, and pick values for all the other
variables so that all constraints are satis�ed. However, all these whole solution sets do
not necessarily satisfy all constraints simultaneously. All constraints together constitute a
global constraint which does specify solution sets for each variable that wholy satisfy all
constraints simultaneously. Derivation of these solution sets is done, for example, by [22].

Operations on a variable, such as translate, scale, mirror, and project, can be handled
by performing proper corresponding operations on its locus units. The resulting new so-
lution must then be propagated through the network. This is precisely what constraint
maintenance is about: maintaining satis�ed constraints when the variables change. For
interactive CAD purposes, a constraint must also be removable. After deletion of a con-
straint, the solution of its variables must be resynthesized, and then propagated through
the network, see also section 6.

So far we have seen zero and one-dimensional locus units. A two-dimensional unit (re-
gion) results from a constraint like inside(point, circle), yielding a disc. The same approach
to geometric constraint satisfaction works in three-dimensional space [23]. However, it
becomes more likely that a solution cannot be represented as the union of geometric prim-
itives and must be represented as an unevaluated intersection of locus units, in which case
the locus unit expressions are akin to CSG-trees.

6. Implementation

We have implemented our constraint satisfaction method and incorporated it into a draw-
ing editor using GoPATH [24] [25]. All �gures in this paper were made by this prototype
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Figure 8: Snapshot of the drawing program showing constraint network without locus units.

system. Apart from the constraints anchor, on, and distance which were used in section 1,
we implemented constraints tangent and angle. For example, angle(point1, point2, ampl,
start) yields a locus unit that is a circle segment with amplitude ampl starting at an-
gle start, and whose radius may result from a distance constraint. Constraints and their
operands can be interactively generated and removed. Our straightforward prototype
implementation is e�cient enough for interactive use of the editor.

The constraint network is represented as a directed multi-partite graph. A constraint,
conceptually a hyper-edge between its operands, is represented by a rectangular box and
arrows towards its variables (see �gure 8). Constraint nodes have only outgoing edges,
while the constraint operands have only incoming edges. In our implementation, the
anchor constraint is an exception: it is not displayed as a node in the graph but is visualized
by drawing its operand in bold style, see for example the chassis in �gure 8. Operands
that are not anchored are drawn in normal style, as the wheels, and so are the elements
that are not subject to constraints.

The locus units are drawn green. If a locus unit is �xed, it is drawn in bold style,
otherwise in normal style. When locus units are generated, they are placed between the
variable it belongs to and the constraint it results from. In order to represent unions and

intersections of locus units, Boolean set operation nodes[ and\ are used. Between a
constraint and an associated variable is a sequence of (zero or more) locus units interleaved
with Boolean set operation nodes. Figure 9 depicts the network corresponding to �gure 6,
showing the union of the four locus units. Such a network can be read starting from
the variables back to the constraints. The intersection node between the line segment
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p

l

Distance 15.0

Figure 9: Network associated with distance(p, l, 15)

and the constraint node results from the fact that the constraint has been speci�ed as a
conjunctive one. When we cannot compute an intersection of two locus units, we leave

the intersection unevaluated, and represent it with a\ -node in the network. Figure 7
shows a network with some intersection nodes. This network corresponds to the example
in the introduction, just after the fourth constraint. At that point, the solution for each
wheel consists of the intersection of the green line segment and the proper green circle.
The intersections are not yet computed but explicitly represented in the network, because
the green circles have no �xed position (and are therefore not drawn in bold style).

Because displaying the whole constraint network clutters the screen for more than only
a few constraints, and because the network is hard to read, this is not the normal display
mode. Users can select a number of display modes. One option is displaying the whole
network. Another choice is to display a simpli�ed network showing only variables and
constraints but no locus units (see �gure 8). Using constraint icons like in [26] would be
still better. A user can also choose to display all variables and only the locus units of
selected variables, as done in �gures 1-6.

The usual way to use constraints in a drawing program is to put constraints on the
objects in the drawing in order to specify their position and orientation. Our locus unit
approach provides an alternative way to make drawings: not the constraint operands
but the primitives representing the locus units constitute the drawing. An example is
given in �gure 10, showing Roman letters constructed after [27], using all constraint types
implemented in our prototype system.

For interactive CAD purposes, a constraint must also be removable. In our system,
deletion of a constraint from the network involves removal of the constraint node and the
sequence of locus units and Boolean set operation nodes towards its involved variables.
Sequences from other constraints to the same variables must be `repaired' by intersecting
the proper locus units. In general, this re-evaluation is necessary because dropping locus
units from a sequence of intersections may yield completely di�erent results. The resulting
new locus units must be propagated through the new network.

A useful interaction mode (not implemented in our prototype system) would be to drag
geometric primitives along their locus units (a constrained translation) towards a speci�c
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Figure 10: Roman letters, constructed after [27].

position, and to anchor the primitive there.

7. Comparison

Real general purpose languages for constraint logic programming (CLP) can be used in
a wide range of applications, but are usually limited in their satisfaction power in each
speci�c domain. Most constraint languages are biased to a more speci�c domain ID:
CLP(ID) [28]. For numeric constraints this yields CLP(IR) over the domain of real numbers
[29]. CLP is often described as logic programming with uni�cation (pattern matching)
replaced by constraint solving over a computation domain (e.g. Booleans or reals). When
a CSP is embedded into logic programming, a constraint can be de�ned in the program as
a set of facts and rules. To solve CSP in traditional logic programming, backtrack search
is used and the constraints are used passively as posteriori tests. However, propagation
techniques can have a dramatic e�ect in cutting down the size of the search space [30]. A
general purpose language for constraint imperative programming is Kaleidoscope [31].

In the rest of this section we speci�cally consider geometric constraint systems. Ob-
vious drawbacks of unstructured techniques are their computational complexity and their
potential ine�ciency for interactive applications: each single change leads to re-solving
the whole set of constraints. An example is variational geometry [32] which translates
dimensional constraints into an overall system of equations, which is solved numerically
by the Newton-Raphson method. The dimensional constraints are de�ned by equations
on coordinates of characteristic points. Each time a dimensional value is changed, the
whole system of equations must be solved. Another system that turns all constraints into
numerical equations is Juno [15]. Juno is a simple system based on one geometric primi-
tive: the point. It uses a Newton-Raphson iteration technique to solve constraints. The
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user must supply an initial value to start the iteration. All these systems yield a single
numerical solution.

Sketchpad [13] was the �rst constraint-based drawing system. It satis�es constraints us-
ing propagation of degrees of freedom. When this fails, it resorts to relaxation. ThingLab
[14] enlarges the possibilities of Sketchpad with extensibility and object-oriented tech-
niques, so that new classes of objects and constraints can be de�ned. It uses both prop-
agation of degrees of freedom and propagation of known states. Both systems provide a
single solution to constraints. The work on ThingLab evolved into the SkyBlue constraint
solver [1], which makes an analysis of the constraint network and identi�es loops, before
performing local propagation. In the constraint-based geometric modeler Converge [26]
the constraint network is partitioned, and the parts are solved numerically. In Converge, a
locus can be speci�ed to de�ne a constraint, whereas our loci (geometric primitives) result
from constraints.

[10] presents an operational interpretation of constraints in CSG modeling. Constraints
are speci�ed by users in terms of relations between boundary features, and are transformed
by the system into rigid motions of parts of the CSG tree. An underconstrained situation
can simply not occur. Users must specify the order of evaluation, and are responsible
for solving conicts. OTP (Operational Transformation Planning) [11] also provides an
operational interpretation of constraints. It infers a single solution to the constraints. The
satisfaction process is planned through symbolic reasoning on the geometric level, that is,
by geometric reasoning [18]. [17] performs a degrees of freedom analysis on markers (local
coordinate frames) on a geometric object, determining its translational and rotational
degrees of freedom. If needed, a locus analysis is done akin to, but simpler than, our locus
unit approach. Transformations are then generated so as to satisfy constraints. Coupled
degrees of freedom, however, cannot be neatly divided into translational and rotational
degrees of freedom. A branch variable must choose from multiple discrete solutions. The
value of each branch variable must be set by users, a�ecting the rest of the solution
derivation.

In [16] constraints relate coordinate systems. Constraints between degrees of free-
dom (for example between the x- and y-coordinate because of a distance constraint) are
evaluated after lower-order constraints (for example one that uniquely determines the x-
coordinate). This is a form of delayed satisfaction. Selection among alternative solutions
to constraints (single solution inference) is based on `minimal resulting disturbance'. [33]
presents a system with single numeric solution inference, in which the numerical solutions
are derived by algebraic methods. The propagation mechanism employed is propagation
of degrees of freedom.

Our approach di�ers from all systems above in that solutions are represented, carried
forward, and shown to the user in geometrical form. In many underconstrained cases, all
solutions are derived (see section 4.2.2). The geometrical representation of the solution
also avoids time complexity problems, since a single locus unit can represent a range of
in�nitely many solutions.
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Figure 11: Construction drawing, after the construction drawing of the spire of the porter's
lodge of Park G�uell, Barcelona, Spain, by Antoni Gaud�� [34].

8. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new incremental approach to geometric constraint sat-
isfaction, representing solutions in terms of locus units, which are geometric primitives.
Expressions of unions and intersections of locus units represent the whole solution to the
constraints, so that underconstrained situations, which are so typical in interactive ap-
plications, are easily handled. The representation in terms of locus units also provides
geometrically meaningful feedback to the user and supports the ability to combine the
interpretation of previous and new geometric constraints on the same high level of ab-
straction, thus allowing geometric reasoning and constraint inference. Another advantage
of our approach is the natural processing of expressions of both conjunctive and disjunc-
tive constraints. Because the whole solution to the constraints is represented, the �nal
solution does not depend on the order in which the constraints are solved, so that the
declarative semantics of constraints is preserved.

The set of geometric primitives used as constraint operands in our prototype system
consists of point, circle, and line segment; the set of constraints consists of anchor, on,
distance, and tangent and angle. On the one hand this allows only a limited number
of constraints in the realm of geometry; on the other hand several other constraint sys-
tems o�er only a single primitive, e.g. the point. Moreover, this limited set of constraints
already covers a large amount of constraints typical in more speci�c �elds such as mechan-
ical engineering. Our approach, even with this limited set of primitives and constraints,
can relieve much of the burden of repeatedly satisfying mundane constraints that are dy-
namically changing, a situation so typical in interactive applications. Figure 11 gives a
�nal example of a picture made with the prototype system, using all the constraint types
available.
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In order to extend the capabilities of our prototype system, not only larger sets of
geometric primitives and constraints may be needed, but also it may be necessary to
de�ne constraints on sub-objects (e.g. the vertices of a polyline), or on compound objects
(e.g. polylines). Some useful enhancements to the interface of our system include the
ability to infer constraints, like in [35] and [36], the ability to copy parts of the current
constraint network, and to de�ne macros of constraint expressions, such as middle(M ,A,B)
� on(M , linesegment(A,B)) AND distance(M , A, kABk/2).
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